You will notice a new look for the newsletter beginning with this issue. This is the annual issue where we thank you, our loyal supporters [see page 8]. You once again came through last year, a year in which the U.S. and global economies only just began to recover in our sector, and so we find ourselves once again deeply grateful to you. As you will see from articles throughout this issue, our programs such as Milestones [page 3] and the IEEE Virtual Museum [page 16] continued to blossom in 2003. Another way we try to show our gratitude is by sending you an interesting and attractive newsletter to help you keep abreast of our activities. In that light, I am happy to report that the prospects for 2004 look just as exciting, and here are just a few examples:

First, the IEEE Virtual Museum shows no sign of letting up. The analysis of a recently conducted Web survey should give us even a better idea of the nature of our visitors, what they want, and how to reach them. This is a program that particularly relies on the support of our individual donors. We appreciate what you have done to help build this award-winning site.

Next, IEEE Sections and other organizational units continue to increase their interest in the IEEE Milestones Program. Besides the three nominations recently approved, four more are under consideration by the IEEE History Committee, and countless proposals are in the pipeline from every Region and in every imaginable technical area.

One of those recently approved Milestones—the Fleming Valve—will be dedicated in conjunction with our conference on the history of electronics [see page 2]. The overwhelming response to our call for papers shows the important and unique role that the IEEE History Center plays in bringing together engineers, social scientists, hobbyists, and others to explore issues in the history of IEEE technologies.

Finally, 2004 presents opportunities for the History Center to shine in another arena in which we uniquely serve the cause of researching, preserving, and promoting electrical, electronic and computer history—our ability to partner with more narrowly focused organizations. Regular followers of our programs will remember when we aided the National Academy of Engineering in their millennial project to recognize the greatest engineering achievements of the 20th century. The resulting Website garnered a great deal of attention for engineering and for the IEEE History Center. Now, that project has resulted in a beautiful coffee-table book that should reach even more people [see page 7].
Static from the Director (continued from page 1)

This year will be the 100th anniversary of Eta Kappa Nu, and the 30th anniversary of the Marconi Fellows Foundation at Columbia University.

We will be working with each of these organizations to help them commemorate their milestone, with Eta Kappa Nu under a grant from the IEEE Foundation, and with the Marconi Foundation with a grant from itself. These partnerships enable us to leverage our expertise with the resources of other institutions to further public awareness of, and appreciation for, the role of the engineer. At the same time it will help those institutions build their constituencies, and help the History Center enhance our own resources, such as our important oral history collection.

So, once again, thank you for your continuing support and be sure to continue to follow our activities through the newsletter and on our Website.

IEEE History of Electronics Conference at Bletchley Park

As reported more fully in the last newsletter, the IEEE History Center and the IEEE History Committee are organizing a conference on the history of electronics to be held this summer in Bletchley Park, England from Monday 28 June through Wednesday 30 June. The conference will be held in the Victorian mansion that was the center of British codebreaking efforts during World War II. Also on the park-like grounds are buildings from that time containing historical exhibits including a reconstructed Colossus computer.

The IEEE conference on the history of electronics is part of the celebration of the centennial of John Ambrose Fleming’s diode electron tube, the first of the radio tubes. Following the IEEE conference there will be a conference on Fleming at University College, London and the annual history conference of the British Institute of Electrical Engineers, both held in London. Information is available at www.ieee.org/organizations/history_center/Che2004/index.html.

Mystery Photograph Challenge #14

The IEEE History Center maintains a photographic archive of more than 3,700 images. From time to time images are donated without any identification. Can you help identify this photograph? We are interested in any details such as type of equipment, approximate dates, manufacturer, how and where used, and anything else of historical interest you would like to tell us. The IEEE History Center has a webpage that features the mystery photograph challenge. You may email us your answer at history@ieee.org, or you can fill out an on-line form. www.ieee.org/organizations/history_center/mystery_photo.html

THE IEEE HISTORY CENTER NEWSLETTER ADVERTISING RATES

The newsletter of the IEEE History Center is published three times per annum with a circulation of 10,700 of whom approximately 7,100 are US residents and 3,600 are non-US. The newsletter reaches engineers, retired engineers, researchers, archivists, and curators interested specifically in the history of electrical, electronics, and computing engineering, and the history of related technologies.

Cost Per Issue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quarter Page</td>
<td>$150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half Page</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Page</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please submit camera-ready copy via mail or email attachment to history@ieee.org. Deadlines for receipt of ad copy are 2 February, 2 June, 2 October. For more information, contact Robert Colburn at r.colburn@ieee.org.
Dolgeville Mills

Located a short distance to the north of Little Falls, NY, the Dolgeville Mills complex is a fascinating piece of 19th-century industrial history and, in particular, of electrical engineering history. In 1879, the owner of the mill, Alfred Dolge, installed a 600hp water turbine to power the machinery in his felt works. In 1881, he had the Edison Electric Light Company install a dynamo to provide electric lighting in the plant. This makes the Dolgeville Mills hydroelectric installation one of the earliest hydroelectric plants. The electric light represented an advance because it allowed the factory to run 24 hours a day, as well as being safer around flammable cloth than oil or gas lights. A Westinghouse alternating current generator was installed in 1908, and it is still in service and generating power as part of Niagara Mohawk’s grid.

The factory itself, a handsome limestone building, was erected in 1886, and has been converted to shops. For more information, see the website at: www.dolgevillemill.com

Surf City

March is Women’s History Month; learn more about some fascinating engineers at the following sites:

National Women’s Hall of Fame - The web site provides short biographies of women in all walks of life, from (a few) engineers to entertainment. One biography worth noting is that of Beatrice Hicks, who earned degrees in chemical engineering, electrical engineering and physics. She was the first woman engineer employed by Western Electric Company. We hope that they add more engineers! www.greatwomen.org

Center for Women and Information Technology, located at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County (UMBC) has a mission to encourage more women and girls to study computer science and/or information systems and to pursue careers in IT. The web site provides resources for women and girls, including how to get started in the IT field, financial aid, and even career change information. www.umbc.edu/cwit/index.html

Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day is promoted by NATIONAL ENGINEERS WEEK on an annual basis. IEEE is the lead institution in 2004. The E-Week web site offers many resources, especially for girls who might be interested in engineering. Help educate the students about what engineers really do, and how they make a difference in society. www.eweek.org

Dolgeville Mills Switchboard, circa 1910, copyright Dolgeville Mills

Dolgeville Mills Alternator, copyright Dolgeville Mills
REMINISCENCES

The $27.00 Microwave Oven

Looking over the advertisements, I see a microwave oven for sale for $27.00. This is almost unbelievable.

When I arrived at Amana engineering in July 1968, Amana was building 40 ovens a day and soon would be starting a new production line that had unlimited production capability. The magnetron for generating the microwave energy was costing more than 20% of the price of the oven and was not truly a mass-produced item. It used a very large coil of copper wire for the magnetic field. Again it was very expensive. Measuring energy leakage from the door seal was very crudely done. The instrument was really designed for measurement of energy from microwave antennas such as radar or communication antennas. The oven was made of steel with a painted outer cabinet and a stainless steel inner oven cavity into which the microwave energy would enter. There was no metal stirrer for moving the energy around the oven to improve the heating of food nor was there a turntable for rotating the food (these had not been thought of at the time).

There were many production line rejects. The reasons varied. We had ovens of several other manufacturers. Their door seals used a variety of different ways to reduce microwave door leakage. One used a metal braid gasket around the door. It would work for a while until it got dirty. Then, the energy would cause it to burn. The Amana system used a quarterwave choke. Theoretically, when properly positioned in the oven door, the choke was to present a zero impedance to the oven. Equivalently no energy could leak from the oven. But in the early days each oven was somewhat different and the leakage was not consistent from oven to oven. Practical dimensions were found and the result was a truly working choke tuned to the microwave oven frequency. This is similar to tuning in a radio station. When on-frequency, the station is very clearly received. With the microwave oven when the choke is tuned, energy leakage is suppressed.

My work on the door circuit took considerable time, testing, and experimental setups over the years. There is satisfaction when the job is done, when the design goes through production without problems, and when the public accepts the product as useful. The $27 microwave oven, who would have believed it a few years ago? It is very amazing that every oven uses the same door suppressing circuit.
Refrigerators

In the United States in the last decades of the 19th century it became increasingly common for a house to contain an icebox, which kept food cool using ice delivered by the iceman. The ice came from the town’s ice plant, produced by a large mechanical refrigerator. Such machines, powered by steam engines, were not practical on a small scale. But in the first decades of the 20th century the development of reliable, small electric motors made a home refrigerator practical. Movies depict this change from the icebox to the refrigerator, as well as the later evolution of the home refrigerator.

The movie "Meet Me in St. Louis" (1944), which takes place in 1903 and 1904, shows an iceman making deliveries with his horse-drawn cart. In the movie "Two Bits" (1995), set in South Philadelphia in 1933, we are reminded of one of the disadvantages of iceboxes when a boy steps in the water that has overflowed from one. (Refrigerators can drip, too, of course, and this is commented on in "Strawberry and Chocolate" (1993), which takes place in 1979.) Even though refrigerators became common in the 1930s, many families were still using iceboxes in the 1950s, as we see in the Alfred Hitchcock classic "Rear Window" (1954).

One of the first home refrigerators to sell in large numbers was the Kelvinator, introduced in 1918. Much more successful was the General Electric Monitor Top (so-called because the top recalled the Civil-War ironclad gunship), which GE began mass-producing in 1926. Its distinctive appearance makes it easy to spot in old movies, such as the 1936 "My Man Godfrey", which shows a double-door Monitor Top in a rich man’s apartment.

Refrigerators sometimes play unusual roles in movies. In the 1967 thriller "Wait Until Dark" a blind woman smashes all the lights in an apartment, but forgets about the refrigerator light; the killer props the refrigerator door open in order to use the light. In the Warren Beatty movie "Shampoo" (1975), a refrigerator opens and by its light reveals the identity of two people making love. A refrigerator serves as a portal for supernatural beings in "Ghostbusters" (1984), and in "Hannibal" (2001) Dr. Lecter closes a refrigerator door on Agent Starling’s hair and then breaks the door handle off, so that she cannot pursue him.

A refrigerator can reveal something about a person’s character. For example, in "Empire of the Sun" (1987) a child of a wealthy family leaves a refrigerator door open, letting it be closed by a servant, and in "Naked Gun" (1988) we see rotten food in Frank Drebbin’s refrigerator. In a seedy apartment in the early Woody Allen movie "Take the Money and Run" (1969) a refrigerator serves as a closet. And an unwise use of the appliance is shown in "Beverly Hills Cop" (1984), where a man, in order to keep cool, sits in front of a refrigerator with the door open.

As always, we would be grateful for reports from readers of other interesting cinematic depictions of refrigerators. You may contact us at history@ieee.org.

The milestone dedication ceremony is expected to take place in June 2004.

For more information contact:

IEEE History Center
+1 732 932 1066
history@ieee.org

Both volumes are plainly produced. The second volume, with its larger size and two-column format, is easier on the eyes. Both volumes are also profusely illustrated (the second even more than the first), but the black-and-white photographs are often of poor quality.

Abramson acknowledged this in his introduction to the second volume, and explained that, owing to the constant business reorganization of the industry and the destruction of corporate archives (a problem for all historians of high technology!), in many cases better photographs were not available. He consciously decided that, for his type of history, poor photographs were better than none at all.

With or without the photographs, both volumes contain a wealth of data that will make them invaluable for years to come.

CRAGON, HARVEY G., From Fish to Colossus: How the German Lorenz Cipher Was Broken at Bletchley Park, Cragon Books, Dallas, TX, USA, 2003

The Lorenz cipher was the high level cipher used by the German army command for a higher volume of point-to-point communications than Enigma machines could handle. The Lorenz machines accommodated teleprinters; they also used an additive cipher which made their messages harder to break than Enigma’s. To break the Lorenz ciphers, the British codebreakers required new and faster machines to handle the statistical analysis necessary to recover the wheel and pin settings. From Fish to Colossus describes the development of the many machines built to assist the codebreakers: “Heath Robinson,” “Tunny,” ”Dragon” (so-named from the chomping sounds it made), ”Proteus,” ”Aquarius,” “Mrs. Miles,” and ”Colossus.” Readers who are interested in engineering will find the many photographs and schematics fascinating, while readers who are curious about the mathematics which underly cryptography will find Cragon’s explanations of key lengths, character distribution, superimposition in depth, and double delta wheel settings intriguing and understandable. The material is detailed; this is the nitty-gritty of the machinery and the intellectual quest which led to it.

Colonel Tiltman’s breakthrough into the 30 August 1941 messages is given the space it deserves, as is the way the breakthrough allowed him to make certain assumptions about the Lorenz machine enciphering them, eventually allowing for the reverse-engineering of the ”Tunny” machine, which was a functioning analog of the Lorenz machine, operational by April 1942.

From Fish to Colossus is excellent for the reader who wants to understand the details of the tasks which went on at Bletchley Park and Dollis Hill, and the tremendous intellectual achievement they represent.

Available from Cragon Books, 8600 Skyline Dr. #1102, Dallas, TX, paper, ISBN 0-9743045-0-6, xii + 146 pp., illus., refs., index.


This publication is a delightful pictorial history of the heart of the Radio Corporation of America (RCA): its dedicated laboratories in Princeton, NJ. The book chronicles the construction and development of the labs from 1941 to 2002. It contains more than 200 vintage photographs of some of the exceptional engineers and their accomplishments including, for example, James Hillier, Harry Olson, Jan Rajchman and George Heilmeier. Each photograph is accompanied by a description of the individual or technology, short and concise. Magoun begins each of five chapters with introductory paragraphs describing the changing context for innovations covered in that time. The book also shows the social life of the lab, including company picnics, bowling leagues and canoeing, bringing a human side to research and development. The David Sarnoff Library maintains a collection of over 25,000 photographs, and Magoun has selected the very best to illustrate his book. Each is a complementary image of some of the innovations from the Labs, including color television, transistors, digital memory, LCDs, medical electronics and digital video. The author is the executive director of the David Sarnoff Library.


National Academy of Engineering Publishes A Century of Engineering (with help from the IEEE History Center)

The National Academy of Engineering has just released A Century of Engineering: Twenty Engineering Achievements That Transformed Our Lives. The book reflects ”...on the tremendous ingenuity and invention that marked the previous hundred years.” Twelve of the 20 achievements are specifically electrical technologies, and the remaining eight fields draw heavily on electrical technologies. The IEEE History Center assisted the NAE by reviewing the chapters for historical accuracy, compiling timelines to accompany each chapter, and supplying some of the images used in the book.
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After three long, hard years of decline, many investors are once again seeing their portfolios increase in value. In the United States, investors have the option to avoid capital gains tax and reduce their federal—and perhaps state—income taxes by using the "paper profits" of their appreciated marketable securities to support philanthropic organizations, such as the IEEE History Center. Quite often, investors find that by donating appreciated marketable securities they are able to give more than they ever thought possible.

Here is how it works. By donating appreciated marketable securities that you have held for at least one year, you avoid the capital gains tax and reduce your federal—and perhaps state—income taxes by using the "paper profits" of your appreciated marketable securities to support philanthropic organizations, such as the IEEE History Center. Quite often, investors find that by donating appreciated marketable securities they are able to give more than they ever thought possible.

Here is how it works. By donating appreciated marketable securities that you have held for at least one year, you avoid the capital gains tax and reduce your federal—and perhaps state—income taxes by using the "paper profits" of your appreciated marketable securities to support philanthropic organizations, such as the IEEE History Center. Quite often, investors find that by donating appreciated marketable securities they are able to give more than they ever thought possible.

For example, Dr. Smith purchased 20 shares of XYZ stock in 1988 for $500, this stock is now worth $2,000. Instead of making his annual gift to the IEEE History Center with cash, Dr. Smith decides to donate these 20 shares of stock. The IEEE History Center receives a gift of $2,000—the fair market value of the stock. Dr. Smith avoids paying $225 capital gains taxes (15% capital gains tax on the $1,500 gain) and since he is in the 33% bracket he saves $660 on his taxes. Thus the net cost to Dr. Smith for this $2,000 charitable contribution is only $1,115.

When thinking about using a marketable security to support philanthropic activities, such as the IEEE History Center, there are two general rules of caution. If the security has decreased in value, it is normally better from a tax perspective to sell the stock, take the capital loss on your tax return, and make a gift with the cash proceeds. Also, appreciated securities that you held for less than one year do not offer the best tax advantages for charitable gift purposes, as the charitable deduction must be based upon your cost basis, not the fair market value.

Using "Paper Profits" to Preserve IEEE History

By Karen Galuchie, IEEE Development Office

After three long, hard years of decline, many investors are once again seeing their portfolios increase in value. In the United States, investors have the option to avoid capital gains tax and reduce their federal—and perhaps state—income taxes by using the "paper profits" of their appreciated marketable securities to support philanthropic organizations, such as the IEEE History Center. Quite often, investors find that by donating appreciated marketable securities they are able to give more than they ever thought possible.
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For example, Dr. Smith purchased 20 shares of XYZ stock in 1988 for $500, this stock is now worth $2,000. Instead of making his annual gift to the IEEE History Center with cash, Dr. Smith decides to donate these 20 shares of stock. The IEEE History Center receives a gift of $2,000—the fair market value of the stock. Dr. Smith avoids paying $225 capital gains taxes (15% capital gains tax on the $1,500 gain) and since he is in the 33% bracket he saves $660 on his taxes. Thus the net cost to Dr. Smith for this $2,000 charitable contribution is only $1,115.

When thinking about using a marketable security to support philanthropic activities, such as the IEEE History Center, there are two general rules of caution. If the security has decreased in value, it is normally better from a tax perspective to sell the stock, take the capital loss on your tax return, and make a gift with the cash proceeds. Also, appreciated securities that you held for less than one year do not offer the best tax advantages for charitable gift purposes, as the charitable deduction must be based upon your cost basis, not the fair market value.

If you are considering supporting the IEEE History Center with a gift of marketable securities, please check with your financial advisor to determine the best tax advantages for you. To hold a confidential discussion of giving opportunities to the IEEE History Center or request the instructions for transferring marketable securities to the IEEE Foundation, please contact the IEEE Development Office by telephone at +1 732.562.3915 or by electronic mail at k.galuchie@ieee.org. Remember marketable securities include not only stocks and bonds, but shares in mutual funds as well.
As part of the IEEE History Center’s work in examining technology and its influence on all fields of human activity, the History Center newsletter from time to time examines the influence of electrical engineering on language, and not solely upon English. We want to document EE’s effect on as many languages as we can, and we invite readers to send us their favorite examples. Here are some of ours:

An early example of an electrical term used metaphorically is ‘dynamo’. The word itself, a shortening of ‘dynamo-electric machine’, dates from about 1882 (and the longer form seems to have been coined, in its German form, by Werner Siemens in 1867). Just a decade later, in 1892, the English author George Meredith used ‘dynamo’ metaphorically, writing of a character’s “whirring dynamo of a brain”. In 1904 the Irish critic Edward Dowden—extending the metaphor to the output of the machine—wrote of a “stream of moral electricity worked from a dynamo of the will”. In 1918 John Galsworthy’s Man of Property contained the pleasant image of “the gentle beating of the dynamos of memory”. (Word lovers, we might add, are grateful to ‘dynamo’ for giving us one of the best palindromes: "So many dynamos!")

To be ‘on the same wavelength’ (être sur la même longueur d’onde) is another early metaphor. It shares space in the vernacular with ‘to be on the same page’; it will be interesting to see whether languages retain both electronic and paper ‘media’ metaphors.

‘Hard-wired’ has entered popular speech in ways which often make one wonder if the speakers truly understand what it means. To describe certain behaviors as having been hard-wired into the human brain by millennia of evolution is a little hard to picture, given the tremendous adaptability and flexibility of that organ. ‘Hard-wired’ to describe the brain crosses language barriers: in German we find “…sind solche Dinge im Kopf fest verdrahtet?”

The Free On-Line Dictionary of Computing defines ‘hard-wired’ as an aspect of an electronic circuit which is determined by the wiring of the hardware, as opposed to being programmable in software or controlled by a switch, or – by extension – anything that is not modifiable, especially in the sense of customisable to one’s particular needs or tastes.

‘Hard-wired management,’ and ‘hard-wired learning’ (there are books on how to do both) imply – probably unintentionally – inflexibility and inability to respond to changing business situations. Perhaps this explains partially the spate of recent bankruptcies. Spiritual psychologists tell us “we are hard-wired for the infinite.” (Er, would that be coaxial, or twisted pair?). A journal article touts a newly appointed school district assistant superintendent of technology as being “hard-wired for educational excellence.” (Could be a problem if he likes to go swimming.) Hard-wired has become a clothing brand name, the title of at least two pop songs, and an album. However, it looks as if the expression "hard-wired" is not so hard after all, and use has softened its meaning greatly. People use it when they really just mean "predisposed to."
Over the last few months some great things have been happening at the IEEE Virtual Museum—a new exhibit opened and we received some very high-profile recognition.

Launched in December 2003, the VM’s newest exhibit, World War II: How War Impacted Technology; How Technology Impacted War, takes a look back at a tumultuous time in history. After presenting a brief primer on the causes of the war, the exhibit explores the history of some of the technologies and developments that transformed the way war is fought, such as aircraft carriers, tanks, aerial bombing, and the atomic bomb. World War II also examines the “battlefield” of the laboratory, where engineers and scientists on both sides scrambled to develop technologies that not only affected the war, but laid the groundwork for many later developments, including space exploration, computing, and radar. In addition to charting the technological growth spurred on by the war, World War II also examines the home front activities of the Allies and the Axis as well as the role women played in the war effort.

As with previous VM exhibits, World War II features biographies of those directly involved in the story as well as a look at historical milestones in the development and/or application of technology. The exhibit can be found at (www.ieee.org/museum).

With the addition of World War II, the VM now contains six full exhibits, comprising more than 300 pages of original content. As the museum becomes increasingly comprehensive, those in the media are taking note. In late 2003 the VM received word that PC Magazine, which had named it a Site of the Week earlier in the year, chose the VM as one of its Top 101 Most Incredibly Useful Sites of 2003. Then, in late January, the site was chosen as a Cool Site of the Day by radio personality and USA Today columnist Kim Komando. In her commentary Komando described the VM as "shockingly good" and added, "a virtual museum created by the IEEE doesn’t sound very interesting. Surprisingly, it is." Reviews like these are especially gratifying as they affirm that the VM is fulfilling a vital part of its mission—disseminating the history of electrical engineering and technology to a mass audience and raising the profile of the IEEE among non-members. IEEE members know how vital technology is to our social and cultural fabric. With the growth and increased exposure of the VM, others are beginning to recognize it too.

In 2004, the VM faces the challenge of adding new content and reaching a broader audience within the confines of limited resources. As you are aware, the IEEE Virtual Museum—like the rest of the History Center’s programs—relies heavily on the generosity of its friends and supporters. As we build a bigger and better museum, the continued support of our friends and supporters is vital to our development.